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Since I am a lawyer, jokes like these always sting a bit. 

But they beg the bigger question -- are lawyers trustworthy?

If you’re just listening to the punchlines of those jokes, the
answer is no. People do not trust lawyers. 

I think that’s because the bad apples have ruined the bunch. 

There are, undoubtedly, bad lawyers who lie, cheat, and steal.
(I don’t mind saying that I know a couple.)

What’s the difference between 
a lawyer and a liar?

How can you tell when 
a lawyer is lying? 

But that isn’t all of us.

Their lips are moving.

The pronunciation.



If you’re going through bad times and you need a lawyer, the best
advice I can give is that you shop around for one that is
trustworthy. 

What should you look for?

Let me offer what I believe to be the most helpful tip: 
check their online reviews.

I think mine speak for themselves:

“The Jones law firm helped me settle my divorce affordably,
quickly, and effortlessly. I found Mr. Jones to be upfront,

honest, and he kept me informed through the entire process. 
I highly recommend this law firm!”

~ Jocelyn Mabrey

“Excellent job! Couldn’t ask for a more helpful lawyer. He made
every step of my case clear and keep me well informed. He is

an all around good person and a great lawyer!”

~ Aaron Moreau

“My recent need for legal assistance was made easier with all
questions answered with confidence and on a level that i could
understand. I remained updated with personal phone calls and
emails. Being treated with respect as well as a good handshake

is service i appreciate.”

~ Ed

People are not shy about commenting on social media. You
should use that feedback to decide if you can trust your potential
lawyer.



If you or a family member has been injured, or is
going through a difficult family legal matter at this

time, please call my office to schedule a 
free consultation. 

It’s absolutely free, 
and no strings attached: (318) 442-1515

Many lawyers are, indeed, trustworthy. 
I believe that I am. 

If you need me, and you decide to hire me, I know that you’ll come to
the same conclusion. 


